
BOOK LOVER

People who love reading



They know the dimensions, values, perceptions and
importance. They are the most adorable people in search
of facts. 

Book Lovers In
Specific Terms

Love of  books in specific terms is known as ‘’
Bibliophilia’’

Many people call them ‘Bookworm as criticizing’  
but they have a distinct mindset than others
actually.



Kinds of Book Lovers
You can see readers of all kinds if you go to a bookshop,

library, or just glance around your own book club

 The Habitual Book Clubber

Series Junkies

The Physical Book Loyalists

 Fiction readers 



The Habitual Book clubber
Book clubs are a good way to meet new people and discover
great books. Probably belong to multiple groups and are
constantly attempting to form new ones by persuading
friends, family, and coworkers to join them.

They discuss and choose new books

Makes groups for more exploration

Share thoughts on different topics

Helps each other to get right results

Characteristics



The fantastic thing about fiction readers is that
there are 55% women and 33% men.

Fiction Readers
Fiction readers are those who want joy, and happy endings,
and enjoy their imaginary world.

Then enjoy reading for hours.

They forget the stress.

 They read to get motivated.

Characteristics



Some readers can't tolerate the thought of single books since
they find that they can only really get into reading when they
have an entire series to get lost in.

Series Junkies

They enjoy binge reading 

Attends midnight release parties 

Reread their favorite series

Characteristics



The Physical Book Loyalists
Many readers prefer printed books rather than ebooks or
audiobooks. Everyone has a different school of thought
about reading.

They love real reading

Likes the smell of paper

Outlines the content to avoid digital
rays 
Long time study

Characteristics



Regular Readers

Reading gives freedom and builds confidence.

In this type of book, readers are always loaded
with knowledge. They can talk dynamically on
each topic. 

They are habitual of daily reading literature,
philosophy and psychology.

They build a strong influence upon others.



Styles of Readers

A style of skip reading to get
an overview by reading the

first line or a section 

A style of reading where you
cover the concept by all means

A style reading where to finding
an answer, getting a proper

quotation or reference

DEPTH READINGSCANNINGSkimming



They are better able to analyze their behavior as
well as that of others. They can learn a variety of
talents through reading books, which also helps
them stand out in the workflow.

They are more conscious of their surroundings
and have an easier time putting themselves in
other people's shoes.

Book Lovers impact on society

Recent research has shown that book readers
are well informed as compared to others.



Fit in Society

They show good behavior.

They understand and share the burden.

Helps in the development of useful
skills.

Motivate them.

They reflect.



Books are the best healers

No one can deny that books are the best healers. 

Books release stress and satisfy your souls with
words. If you read a book you will feel that your
own stories are served by another mind. Nothing
can replace a book but another book.

Now many readers use ebooks or phones when
they are away or traveling. The book never lies in
any situation, you can get the right path from a
book.



They have high general abilities.

Develops cognitive skills and enhances
intelligence.

Impact on Brain
According to research

Reading activates the brain.

An elaborate network of circuits and
messages.

Additionally, these networks get stronger
and more sophisticated as your reading
skills become advance.



THE END


